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Content-based pub/sub

• Decoupled communication: subscriptions on the content of 
publications (typically represented by a set of attributes)

• Provided by a network of brokers [SIENA, PADRES, …]  
or a stream-processing engine [StreamHub]

• Filtering operation at the core of the pub/sub service
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Example 1: stock quotes dissemination
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Example 2: federated e-Health system
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Pub/sub services on public clouds

• Content-based pub/sub ideal for interconnecting 
applications in different administrative domains
• No coupling: easy to add and remove information 

producers/consumers

• Expressive communication model

• Public clouds are ideal for hosting pub/sub services
• Cheap and pay-as-you-go

• Always on and geographically distributed

• Easily reachable from all communicating parties
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Beware of eavesdroppers!

• Public clouds should be untrusted by default
• Colocation attacks, malicious operators

• Leaking plaintext subscriptions constraints
• stock quotes: know one’s interest in some stock

• e-health: know that a specialist doctor is following 
one particular patient

• Leaking plaintext publications attributes
• e-health: know private information about the 

treatments received by some patient 

• This talk: efficient support for  
confidentiality-preserving pub/sub
• We will only consider the honest-but-curious model
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Confidentiality through access control

• Prevent access to pub/sub data by using access control 
and classical encryption (AES, etc.)
• Only allow trusted domains to access sensitive/routable fields

• Examples: RBAC-based [Bacon et al., DEBS 2008], proxy re-
encryption [Khurana, SAC 2005], policy-based [Wun & Jacobsen, 
Middleware 2007], EventGuard [Srivatsa et al., CCS 2008]

• Limitation: classical encryption is opaque
• Prevents any node/broker in an untrusted domain to perform 

filtering and routing using sensitive fields

• Forces to flood and post-filter at the end domains

• Limits interest of hosting pub/sub in public clouds

• Alternative: leverage encrypted processing
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Encrypted matching

• Pub/sub-specific encryption scheme
• A form of encrypted computation: determining if an encrypted publication’s 

attributes match encrypted subscription constraints

• Encryption key shared only between subscribers and publishers

• Most schemes derived from encrypted databases solutions  
(specialized schemes = less costly than homomorphic encryption)
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ASPE
(Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption)

• Symmetric encryption scheme
• Invented for encrypted kNN queries [Wong et al., SIGMOD 2009] 

• search for k data points closest to a target in an encrypted database

• Adapted for pub/sub in [Choi et al., DEXA 2010]

• Extended in [Onica et al., Middleware 2015]

• Set of attributes fixed
• Publications = values

• Subscriptions = set of constraints (< , > , =)

• Matching problem
• Evaluating distance relations between points representing 

subscriptions constraints and publications values

• Let’s see a simple example in one dimension …
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ASPE
(Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption)
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ASPE
(Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption)
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ASPE
(Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption)

• … but it should allow comparing distances 
 
 
 
This expression (same sign) can be expressed as a sum of scalar products:
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III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r

Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd). The values for all the other
dimensions sk for k 6= i are set randomly in Si. Two reference
subscription points Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd)
and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen sym-
metrically at random equal distance ri from Si, as in the
unidimensional case. The ri values are private parameters of
the scheme. The values for all other dimensions qk for k 6= i

are set randomly, but are identical for both Si1 and Si2. The
need for identical qk random values for Si1 and Si2 is not
specifically stated in [?]. We prove that this is required for
matching through the following theorem.

Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi.

⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P. (2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

(S0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1)P

0
M = 0.5qDi. (4)

This result, described in more details in [?], [?], represents a
positive scaling of the distance difference Di based on which
the broker can decide the matching outcome.

III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r

Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd).

Si = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi,qi+1,...,qd)

The values for all the other dimensions sk for k 6= i are
set randomly in Si. Two reference subscription points Si1 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+

ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen symmetrically at random equal dis-
tance ri from Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values
are private parameters of the scheme. The values for all other
dimensions qk for k 6= i are set randomly, but are identical
for both Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values
for Si1 and Si2 is not specifically stated in [?]. We prove that
this is required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi. ⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

D

0
i , d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2 =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2

+2(Si2�Si1)P

D

0
i = d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2

=k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P
(2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

• The scheme should not allow determining the distances …
• Distance-Recoverable Encryption (DRE) is vulnerable to Known-Plaintext Attacks
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ASPE
(Asymmetric Scalar Product Preserving Encryption)

• … but it should allow comparing distances 
 
 
 
This expression (same sign) can be expressed as a sum of scalar products:
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III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r

Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd). The values for all the other
dimensions sk for k 6= i are set randomly in Si. Two reference
subscription points Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd)
and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen sym-
metrically at random equal distance ri from Si, as in the
unidimensional case. The ri values are private parameters of
the scheme. The values for all other dimensions qk for k 6= i

are set randomly, but are identical for both Si1 and Si2. The
need for identical qk random values for Si1 and Si2 is not
specifically stated in [?]. We prove that this is required for
matching through the following theorem.

Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi.

⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P. (2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

(S0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1)P

0
M = 0.5qDi. (4)

This result, described in more details in [?], [?], represents a
positive scaling of the distance difference Di based on which
the broker can decide the matching outcome.

III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r

Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd).

Si = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi,qi+1,...,qd)

The values for all the other dimensions sk for k 6= i are
set randomly in Si. Two reference subscription points Si1 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+

ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen symmetrically at random equal dis-
tance ri from Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values
are private parameters of the scheme. The values for all other
dimensions qk for k 6= i are set randomly, but are identical
for both Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values
for Si1 and Si2 is not specifically stated in [?]. We prove that
this is required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi. ⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

D

0
i , d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2 =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2

+2(Si2�Si1)P

D

0
i = d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2

=k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P
(2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

• The scheme should not allow determining the distances …
• Distance-Recoverable Encryption (DRE) is vulnerable to Known-Plaintext Attacks
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III. BACKGROUND: ASYMMETRIC SCALAR-PRODUCT
PRESERVING ENCRYPTION

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our work
is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption (ASPE).
ASPE was initially introduced by [15] for secure kNN query
computation on encrypted databases and adapted for pub/sub
systems in [9]. The security assumptions set brokers as honest-
but-curious entities, who are allowed to obtain the matching
result, but not the information contained in the messages. The
attributes in publication headers and in subscription constraints
are represented as coordinates of multidimensional points.
Matching publications with subscriptions relies on evaluating
Euclidean distance differences between these points.

A. The Matching Principle
For ease of understanding, we present first the match-

ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r
Fig. 2: ASPE subscription rep-
resentation.

We ilustrate a sample
case in Figure 2. The
distance difference, D1 ,
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ),
can be compared to zero
to determine the relation

between S and P . For instance, we have:
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ) > 0 ,

dist(S1,P ) > dist(S2,P ) , S < P.

(1)

This explains the matching principle over plaintexts. Similarly,
ASPE preserves distance differences evaluation over cipher-
texts, which permits matching S and P. However, the scheme
does not preserve simple distance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P ))
because this would create vulnerabilities to known-plaintext
attacks as proven in [15].

B. Multidimensional ASPE
We summarize now the encryption scheme when points

S and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [15], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [9]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identified in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication, and a
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
For generality, we consider the values corresponding to these
represented in floating point double precision. Each value
vi in a constraint is first encapsulated in an intermediary
multidimensional subscription point Si = (s1,s2,...,vi,...,sd).
The values for all other dimensions sk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i}
are set random in Si. Two reference subscription points
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,vi�ri,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,vi+ri,...,qd)
are chosen symmetrically at random equal distance ri from
Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values are private
parameters of the scheme. The values for all other dimensions

qk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i} are set random, but identical for both
Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values for Si1

and Si2 is not specifically stated in [9]. We prove that this is
required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching theorem. Let Si1 = (q1,q2,...,y,...,qd), Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,z,...,qd) and P (x1,x2,...,m,...,xd) be three points in
a n-dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.

Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi.

⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between

each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di = d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ) =

k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P.
(2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Consequently, the distance difference can still be
evaluated over the encrypted data. The algorithm uses as key
on the subscriber side M

T , the transpose of an invertible
square matrix of dimension d+1, and on the publisher’s side
the matrix inverse M

�1. ASPE is a private-key encryption
scheme, the matrix key being secret. The original work on
ASPE does not make any specification on the matrix elements.
We use floating point values in double precision, which
resembles the domain of the plaintext values to be encrypted.
As specified in [15], for resilience to brute force attacks, the
matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented with
artificial dimensions. We ensure also that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, case which will result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix.

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimensions are added to the plain-
texts for preserving the distance difference Di in the encrypted
matching. The matching phase relies on the MM

�1 = Id+1

key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are multiplied. An
untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S

0
MT i2 and P

0
M can

compare S with P by evaluating
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ASPE was initially introduced by [15] for secure kNN query
computation on encrypted databases and adapted for pub/sub
systems in [9]. The security assumptions set brokers as honest-
but-curious entities, who are allowed to obtain the matching
result, but not the information contained in the messages. The
attributes in publication headers and in subscription constraints
are represented as coordinates of multidimensional points.
Matching publications with subscriptions relies on evaluating
Euclidean distance differences between these points.

A. The Matching Principle
For ease of understanding, we present first the match-

ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.
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We ilustrate a sample
case in Figure 2. The
distance difference, D1 ,
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ),
can be compared to zero
to determine the relation

between S and P . For instance, we have:
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ) > 0 ,

dist(S1,P ) > dist(S2,P ) , S < P.

(1)

This explains the matching principle over plaintexts. Similarly,
ASPE preserves distance differences evaluation over cipher-
texts, which permits matching S and P. However, the scheme
does not preserve simple distance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P ))
because this would create vulnerabilities to known-plaintext
attacks as proven in [15].

B. Multidimensional ASPE
We summarize now the encryption scheme when points

S and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [15], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [9]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identified in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication, and a
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
For generality, we consider the values corresponding to these
represented in floating point double precision. Each value
vi in a constraint is first encapsulated in an intermediary
multidimensional subscription point Si = (s1,s2,...,vi,...,sd).
The values for all other dimensions sk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i}
are set random in Si. Two reference subscription points
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,vi�ri,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,vi+ri,...,qd)
are chosen symmetrically at random equal distance ri from
Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values are private
parameters of the scheme. The values for all other dimensions

qk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i} are set random, but identical for both
Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values for Si1

and Si2 is not specifically stated in [9]. We prove that this is
required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching theorem. Let Si1 = (q1,q2,...,y,...,qd), Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,z,...,qd) and P (x1,x2,...,m,...,xd) be three points in
a n-dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.

Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
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From the matching theorem, we get that matching between

each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di = d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ) =

k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P.
(2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Consequently, the distance difference can still be
evaluated over the encrypted data. The algorithm uses as key
on the subscriber side M

T , the transpose of an invertible
square matrix of dimension d+1, and on the publisher’s side
the matrix inverse M

�1. ASPE is a private-key encryption
scheme, the matrix key being secret. The original work on
ASPE does not make any specification on the matrix elements.
We use floating point values in double precision, which
resembles the domain of the plaintext values to be encrypted.
As specified in [15], for resilience to brute force attacks, the
matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented with
artificial dimensions. We ensure also that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, case which will result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix.

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
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0
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where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimensions are added to the plain-
texts for preserving the distance difference Di in the encrypted
matching. The matching phase relies on the MM

�1 = Id+1

key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are multiplied. An
untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S

0
MT i2 and P
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M can

compare S with P by evaluating
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ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.
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case in Figure 2. The
distance difference, D1 ,
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ),
can be compared to zero
to determine the relation

between S and P . For instance, we have:
dist(S1,P )�dist(S2,P ) > 0 ,

dist(S1,P ) > dist(S2,P ) , S < P.

(1)

This explains the matching principle over plaintexts. Similarly,
ASPE preserves distance differences evaluation over cipher-
texts, which permits matching S and P. However, the scheme
does not preserve simple distance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P ))
because this would create vulnerabilities to known-plaintext
attacks as proven in [15].

B. Multidimensional ASPE
We summarize now the encryption scheme when points

S and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [15], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [9]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identified in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication, and a
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
For generality, we consider the values corresponding to these
represented in floating point double precision. Each value
vi in a constraint is first encapsulated in an intermediary
multidimensional subscription point Si = (s1,s2,...,vi,...,sd).
The values for all other dimensions sk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i}
are set random in Si. Two reference subscription points
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,vi�ri,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,vi+ri,...,qd)
are chosen symmetrically at random equal distance ri from
Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values are private
parameters of the scheme. The values for all other dimensions

qk,k 2 {1,...,d}�{i} are set random, but identical for both
Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values for Si1

and Si2 is not specifically stated in [9]. We prove that this is
required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching theorem. Let Si1 = (q1,q2,...,y,...,qd), Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,z,...,qd) and P (x1,x2,...,m,...,xd) be three points in
a n-dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.

Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
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From the matching theorem, we get that matching between

each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di = d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ) =

k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P.
(2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Consequently, the distance difference can still be
evaluated over the encrypted data. The algorithm uses as key
on the subscriber side M

T , the transpose of an invertible
square matrix of dimension d+1, and on the publisher’s side
the matrix inverse M

�1. ASPE is a private-key encryption
scheme, the matrix key being secret. The original work on
ASPE does not make any specification on the matrix elements.
We use floating point values in double precision, which
resembles the domain of the plaintext values to be encrypted.
As specified in [15], for resilience to brute force attacks, the
matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented with
artificial dimensions. We ensure also that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, case which will result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix.
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where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimensions are added to the plain-
texts for preserving the distance difference Di in the encrypted
matching. The matching phase relies on the MM
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key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are multiplied. An
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III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.
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Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd).

Si = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi,qi+1,...,qd)

The values for all the other dimensions sk for k 6= i are
set randomly in Si. Two reference subscription points Si1 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+

ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen symmetrically at random equal dis-
tance ri from Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values
are private parameters of the scheme. The values for all other
dimensions qk for k 6= i are set randomly, but are identical
for both Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values
for Si1 and Si2 is not specifically stated in [?]. We prove that
this is required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
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From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

Di =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P. (2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:
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where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

(S0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1)P

0
M = 0.5qDi. (4)

This result, described in more details in [?], [?], represents a
positive scaling of the distance difference Di based on which
the broker can decide the matching outcome.
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erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
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d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P
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The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
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Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd).

Si = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi,qi+1,...,qd)

The values for all the other dimensions sk for k 6= i are
set randomly in Si. Two reference subscription points Si1 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+

ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen symmetrically at random equal dis-
tance ri from Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values
are private parameters of the scheme. The values for all other
dimensions qk for k 6= i are set randomly, but are identical
for both Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values
for Si1 and Si2 is not specifically stated in [?]. We prove that
this is required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi. ⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

D

0
i , d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2

D

0
i =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P (2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

(S0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1)P

0
M = 0.5qDi. (4)

III. BACKGROUND: ASPE ENCRYPTED MATCHING

The encrypted matching scheme on which we base our
work is Asymmetric Scalar-product Preserving Encryption
(ASPE). ASPE was initially introduced by [?] for secure kNN
query computation on encrypted databases and adapted for
pub/sub systems in [?]. The security assumptions consider
brokers as honest-but-curious entities who are allowed to
obtain the matching results but not the information contained
in the messages. The attributes in publication headers and in
subscription constraints are represented as coordinates of mul-
tidimensional points. Matching publications with subscriptions
relies on evaluating Euclidean distance differences between
these points.

A. Matching Principle

For ease of understanding, we present first the match-
ing principle for the simple 1-dimension case. Consider a
subscription S and a publication P that must be com-
pared to S (e.g., for a constraint S < P ). Two ref-
erence subscription points S1 and S2 are chosen, placed
symmetrically at a secret random equal distance r from S.

S1 S S2 P

r r

Fig. 2: ASPE subscription.

We illustrate a sample case
in Figure 2. The distance dif-
ference, D1 , dist(S1,P )�
dist(S2,P ), can be com-
pared to zero to determine

the relation between S and P . For instance, we have:

d(S1,P )�d(S2,P ) > 0 ,
d(S1,P ) > d(S2,P ) , S < P

(1)

The principle of ASPE is to preserve the ability to perform
such distance evaluations over ciphertexts, allowing to match
S and P. However, the scheme does not preserve simple dis-
tance evaluations (e.g., dist(S,P )) because this would create
vulnerabilities to known-plaintext attacks as proven in [?].

B. Multidimensional ASPE

We now describe the encryption scheme when points S

and P have multiple dimensions. This case is covered in
the original scheme [?], but is just briefly described in the
pub/sub adaptation [?]. The differences are significant, and
require restrictions which we identify in our analysis.

Let d be the number of attributes in a publication. A
subscription contains up to d constraints on these attributes.
Without loss of generality, we consider that the values cor-
responding to these are represented in floating point, double
precision. Each value vi in a constraint is first encapsu-
lated in an intermediary multidimensional subscription point
Si = (s1,s2,...,si�1,vi,si+1,...,sd).

Si = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi,qi+1,...,qd)

The values for all the other dimensions sk for k 6= i are
set randomly in Si. Two reference subscription points Si1 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+

ri,qi+1,...,qd) are chosen symmetrically at random equal dis-
tance ri from Si, as in the unidimensional case. The ri values
are private parameters of the scheme. The values for all other
dimensions qk for k 6= i are set randomly, but are identical
for both Si1 and Si2. The need for identical qk random values
for Si1 and Si2 is not specifically stated in [?]. We prove that
this is required for matching through the following theorem.
Matching Theorem. Let P (x1,x2,...,xi�1,m,xi+1,...,xd),
Si1 = (q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi�ri,qi+1,...,qd) and Si2 =
(q1,q2,...,qi�1,vi+ri,qi+1,...,qd) be three points in a d-
dimensional space, such that y = vi�ri and z = vi+ri

(vi = (y+z)/2). Then, dist(Si1,P ) ⇧ dist(Si2,P ) , m ⇧ vi,
where ⇧ 2 {>,<,=}.
Proof. Without loss of generality we consider ⇧ as >. We have

dist(Si1,P ) > dist(Si2,P ) ,
(q1�x1)

2+···+(y�m)2+···+(qd�xn)
2
>

(q1�x1)
2+···+(z�m)2+···+(qd�xn)

2 ,
y

2�2ym+m

2
> z

2�2zm+m

2 ,
2m > (z2�y

2)/(z�y) , 2m > z+y , m > vi. ⌅
From the matching theorem, we get that matching between
each constraint value vi and a publication P can be obtained
from Di , d(Si1,P )�d(Si2,P ), similar to (1). The distance
difference Di can be expressed as a sum of scalar products

D

0
i , d(Si1,P )2�d(Si2,P )2

D

0
i =k Si1 k2 � k Si2 k2 +2(Si2�Si1)P (2)

ASPE encrypts points Si1, Si2 and P , such that the scalar
product between a subscription and a publication point is
preserved. Preserving this scalar product preserves the distance
difference Di over the encrypted data. ASPE is a secret key
encryption scheme. The key on the subscriber side is MT , the
transpose of an invertible square matrix of dimension d+1,
and the key on the publisher side is M

�1. As specified in [?],
the matrix key and the plaintext points can be augmented
with artificial dimensions for increased resilience against brute
force attacks. We also ensure that the matrix M is not
orthogonal, which would result in similar encryption keys
for both subscribers and publishers. The effective encryption
multiplies the plaintexts Si1, Si2 and P with the matrix keys:

S

0
MT i1 = M

T (Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k)T ;
S

0
MT i2 = M

T (Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)T ;
P

0
M = M

�1
q(P,1)T .

(3)

where q is a positive random scaling factor added for security
purposes. The additional dimension �0.5 k Si{1,2} k is added
to the plaintexts for preserving the distance difference Di in
the encrypted matching. The matching phase relies on the
MM

�1 = Id+1 key reduction that occurs when ciphertexts are
multiplied. An untrusted broker that receives S

0
MT i1, S0

MT i2
and P

0
M can compare S with P by evaluating

(S0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1)P

0
M = 0.5qD0

i (4)
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ASPE performance

• ASPE compared to plaintext filtering
• using SIENA’s optimized counting algorithm

• average over 10.000 randomly generated subscriptions

• Clear performance gap between plaintext and encrypted matching
• More complex: matrix based, need for high-precision number representations, use 

of additional dimensions for resilience, etc.
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Prefiltering

• How can we reduce the performance gap?
• Prefiltering phase that discards subscriptions before they 

are sent to the costly encrypted matching operator

• Principle
• Add additional information to subscriptions and publications

• Discard subscriptions known not to match a publication

• Use encrypted matching for others

• Ability to use containment information if available

13
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Prefiltering with Bloom filters

• Embed Bloom filters with both 
subscriptions and publications
• Compact set representation

• Allow deciding when an element 
does not belong to a set

• Use k hash functions, return 
positions of k bits to set in bit field

• Subscriptions: values associated to 
equality (=) constraints

• Publications: values for all attributes

• If the value for an equality is know 
to be absent in attribute values, this 
can never be a match:

14
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Subscription containment

• A subscription S3 contains S5 if every event matching S5 also matches S3

• Allows positive and negative matching
• Organize subscriptions in a DAG

• Match from leaves: use positive matching to select entire branches of the tree

• Match from root: use negative matching to discard branches

• Containment optionally supported by ASPE through additional matrices

• Reason: not always desirable as it allows statistical attacks on subscriptions similarities
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Containment confidentiality

• The ability to determine containment 
may lead to confidentiality breaches

• Attack scenario
• Build containment graph

• Subscriptions with the same value for 
equality contraints with some value a 
for an attribute grouped together

• Use domain-specific knowledge (e.g., 
distribution of interests) to map 
subscriptions to values

• Encrypted processing schemes 
typically make containment 
determination optional
• ASPE: requires additional matrices
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Bloom filters and confidentiality

• Adding extra information raises the power of the attacker

• Ability to determine part of the containment relationships from the BF
• Bits of the (supposed) containee filter are all set in container filter

• With false positives (collisions) and false negatives (inequalities)

• This might be a problem if containment confidentiality is a requirement

• Solution: containment obfuscation by truncation: unset random bits in 
subscriptions BF

• Privacy/performance tradeoffs analyzed in [Barazzutti et al., TDCS 2015]

17
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Prefiltering performance

• 250,000 publications from Yahoo! finance

• Synthetic subscriptions

• Variants
• CB: no prefiltering, only a containment graph

• PF: pre-filtering (but no containment information)

• PF-TB: truncated pre-filtering

• PF+NM: pre-filtering with negative matching

• PF+NM+PM: pre-filtering with negative and positive matching

18
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4 EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our
prefiltering strategy under a wide range of scenar-
ios. The evaluation when containment information
is available is presented in Subsection 4.1, whereas
the performance-confidentiality tradeoffs with contain-
ment obfuscation are covered in Subsection 4.2.

4.1 Prefiltering Performance
In this subsection, we experimentally study the effi-
ciency of prefiltering. We focus on the reduction in
the number of calls to the ENC-MATCH encrypted
matching function with the different variants of pre-
filtering. We present additional experimental results
as supplementary material in the appendices. In Ap-
pendix C.1, we study the effect of varying the size of
the Bloom filters, and the number of hash functions
on the effectiveness of all prefiltering variants. In
Appendix C.2, we evaluate the performance gains on
a complete implementation of the matching engine
using ASPE [6] as the encrypted matching operation.

4.1.1 Workloads

We constructed an experimental workload inspired
by the one used for the evaluation of the Meghdoot
publish/subscribe system [23]. We gathered five years
of quotes for 200 randomly selected stocks from the
Yahoo! finance website,6 which corresponds to a set
of over 250,000 publications with between 8 and 11
attributes. We built synthetic subscriptions based on
the same categories as in [23]. These subscriptions
contain a variety of equality and range predicates
on the attributes of stock quotes, namely the symbol,
date, exchanged volume, and daily statistics on their
price (open, close, high, low). By default, equality
predicates are expressed on the symbol, while ranges
apply to the volume and the various daily statistics.
For workloads with additional equality predicates, we
used extra attributes from the Yahoo! finance data: the
stock exchange on which the stock is available; the
trend indicating if the stock is higher or lower than
the previous day; and the type of product (among 8
possible categories).

We also experimented with workloads containing
more attributes than available in the original Yahoo!
finance data. To that end, we simply created additional
copies of the volume and daily statistics attributes
by merging data from multiple quotes. We produced
workloads with twice and four times more attributes
on which subscriptions can express range predicates.

We finally experimented with different subscription
distributions, by choosing predicate values either
uniformly at random, or according to a Zipf’s law
with exponent s = 1.7 Recall that publications are real

6. http://finance.yahoo.com/.
7. Zipf’s law and other power laws appear in a wide range of

disciplines like finance, demography, biology, networks, . . . [24]

Workload Number of equality Number of Distribution

name predicates attributes of values

e100 100% : 1 eq. pred.
e80

8–11 (default)

e80-2x
20% : 0 eq. pred.

2⇥ more
e80-4x

80% : 1 eq. pred.
4⇥ more

15% : 0 eq. pred. Uniform
e+-2x 60% : 1 eq. pred. 2⇥ more

15% : 2 eq. pred.
e+-4x 10% : 3 eq. pred. 4⇥ more

e80-z 20% : 0 eq. pred. Zipf on symbol
e80-z+ 80% : 1 eq. pred. 8–11 (default) Zipf on all
e100-z+ 100% : 1 eq. pred. attributes

TABLE 1: Description of the workloads.

data from Yahoo! finance and we did not modify their
distribution in any way.

Table 1 describes the nine workloads used in our
evaluation. We experimented with populations of up
to 100,000 subscriptions of every type.

Table 2 presents characteristics of the workloads
instrumental in the interpretation of experimental
results. For each workload of 100,000 subscriptions,
we created a containment graph. The second column
indicates the number of nodes in the graph, with
identical subscriptions being collapsed in a single node.
Columns 3–5 respectively show the number of nodes
that are root, leaf, or both (i.e., isolated nodes) in the
graph. A node may be reachable from several roots
and by multiple paths. Column 6 presents the average
shortest (µ�) and longest (µ+) paths from some root
to each node, as well as the maximum path length.
Column 7 gives the average and maximum number
of children at each node (excluding leaves), while
Column 8 provides the same statistics for parents of
each node (excluding roots). Columns 9, 10, and 11
respectively list the number of identical subscriptions
in the workloads, the number of predicates in the
subscriptions, and the number of equality predicates.
Finally, the last column specifies the percentage of
matching subscriptions for each of the considered
workloads, averaged over a set of 1,000 publications.

4.1.2 Reducing the Number of Tests

We first study the number of calls to the ENC-MATCH
encrypted matching function. We express this value
as a “tests ratio” over the number of subscriptions. A
value of 1 indicates that a call to ENC-MATCH must
be performed for each subscription, as would be the
case with a naive approach consisting in traversing
the whole collection of subscriptions to test each one
individually.

We evaluate the following algorithms:
CB Containment-based strategy (baseline).
PF Prefiltering with complete Bloom filters.
PF-TB Prefiltering with truncated Bloom filters, us-

ing ↵ = 1 out of k = 3 hash functions.
PF+NM PF combined with containment-based nega-

tive matching.
PF+NM+PM PF combined with containment-based neg-

ative and positive matching.
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Prefiltering performance (extract):  
avoiding calls to encrypted matching

• Evolution of the number of calls to the costly encrypted matching function, 
when varying the # of subscriptions
• 128 bits filters, 3 hash functions (truncation : keep 1 hash function)

• PF and PF-TB do not use containment: constant cost

• Using prefiltering improves over using only a containment graph
• Reduces number of calls to encrypted matching in all cases

• Combining both techniques allows the greatest reduction
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Fig. 7: Evolution of the number of tests, i.e., calls to the encrypted matching function, with different populations of
subscribers (128-bit Bloom filters and 3 hash functions).
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cp = 5 and k = 5.

a pair of subscriptions that do not cover each other
generates two Bloom filters such that one is included
in the other approaches zero. We also notice that P

↵

converges much slower to 1 with small values of ↵.
This indicates that using truncation used in conjunction
with Bloom filters of reasonable size is an efficient
strategy to decrease containment information leakage.

Figure 8(a) also shows that Pf pos decreases as n

and k increase. Figure 8(b) uses the same domain as
Figure 8(a), except that it shows how P

↵

and Pf pos vary
with k with Bloom filters of 128 bits. It should be clear
from both figures that in order to minimize the amount
of information to an attacker, we can choose a small
Bloom filter and select one hash function randomly
out of a very large set. In fact, we can show from (2)

and Theorem 1 that
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With a very large value of k, there is no containment
information leaked to an attacker who knows the
domain probability space. However, since all the hash
functions must be encoded in the Bloom filters for
publications, the publications Bloom filters then have
all their bits set to one. The probability of false positive
then approaches 1 and prefiltering becomes useless.

Figure 9(a) further illustrates the tradeoffs. In Fig-
ure 9(a), we choose k such that the false positive rate
is always 3% (Pf pos ⇡ 0.03). We study how it affects
P

↵

as ↵ and the Bloom filter size vary. The observation
is that for a fixed false positive rate, the containment
confidentiality of the prefiltering is essentially fixed
no matter how we vary the size of the Bloom filters
and the cardinality of the hash functions set. One
observation that can be drawn from this is that for
complexity reasons we should set the Bloom filter size
as small as we can get away with (for very small
Bloom filters it is not possible to set the probability
of false positive low enough). Typically, Bloom filters
of size 64 or 128 are more than sufficient. Figure 9(a)
also shows that the best tradeoff is reached when
randomly selecting only ↵ = 1 hash function from the
set. We mention that for some values of c

1

and c

2

we
obtained a slightly better tradeoff for ↵ = 2 than for
↵ = 1, but we believe that the small gain, the increased
complexity (much larger k) and infrequent occurrence
do not really justify considering ↵ > 1. Despite the
observed tradeoffs, the truncating strategy is a valuable
mechanism. For instance, it can be observed from
Figure 9(a) that for a 3% false positive rate, which
is excellent, P

↵

is approximately 1 · 10�6. This makes
it challenging for an attacker to build an accurate
containment graph and run statistical attacks using a
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Confidentiality-preserving pub/sub  
and the issue of key updates
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Confidentiality-preserving pub/sub  
and the issue of key updates
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Confidentiality-preserving pub/sub  
and the issue of key updates
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Confidentiality-preserving pub/sub  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Confidentiality-preserving pub/sub  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PS-recrypt:  
in-broker subscription re-encryption

• Our proposal: allow brokers in untrusted domains to re-encrypt 
subscriptions themselves
• Does not require subscribers to re-submit their subscriptions

• Faster process (smaller window of opportunity)

• No need for stable storage of subscriptions @ subscribers

• Goals
• The untrusted broker must not know the previous key, the new key, or be 

able to derive any plaintext subscription/publication

• Example with the ASPE scheme
• Key update token KR and transformation 𝜏 
• Allow updating constraints enc. with matrix MT to constraints enc. with NT  

• For ASPE, only the matrix key changes 

• 𝜏 is thus simply                               with 

• r’ : random scaling factor for obfuscation

• Scheme proven correct (can only form system of eq. with ∞ of solutions)
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IV. PS-RECRYPT: THE ASPE KEY UPDATE

We now present our main contribution: a key update that
solves the problem of stored subscriptions invalidation. To the
best of our knowledge, no existing encrypted matching scheme
proposes a solution to this problem, which we do by adding
support for in-broker subscriptions re-encryption to ASPE. At
each key update, we provide untrusted brokers with a secure
token KR that can be used in a transformation ⌧ to securely
re-encrypt the stored subscriptions. This eliminates the need
for subscribers to redundantly store their subscriptions and to
resubmit them at each key update, and thus decouples the key
update from restrictions imposed by the network layer.

1) Hardened ASPE: We first add a change to the original
scheme, which increases its resilience to known plaintext
attacks (KPAs) [?], [?]. The subscriber computes on its own
the difference S

0
MT i = S

0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1 from (4). S0

MT i is then
submitted to the brokers as subscription ciphertext, instead of
submitting S

0
MT i2 and S

0
MT i1 separately as proposed in the

original scheme. We discuss the security implications of this
ASPE modification in Section V.

2) ASPE with in-broker subscriptions re-encryption: Our
second contribution is the support for in-broker subscriptions
re-encryption. Consider a first matrix key M

T and a second
key N

T . We need a key update token KR and a transformation
⌧ that, using KR, re-encrypts a subscription encrypted with
M

T into the same subscription encrypted with N

T .
A constraint value vi in a subscription S encrypted with

M

T has the form
S

0
MT i = S

0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1 =

M

T ((Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)�(Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k))T .
(5)

The same encryption using N

T results in
S

0
NT i = S

0
NT i2�S

0
NT i1 =

N

T ((Si2,�0.5 k Si2 k)�(Si1,�0.5 k Si1 k))T .
(6)

From (5) and (6), we observe that only the multiplication with
M

T and N

T changes between the two ciphertexts, while the
rest of the expression remains the same. Thus, we can define
the update token KR , N

T
M

T�1

, and transformation ⌧ as
S

0
NT i = KRS

0
MT i. (7)

For extra obfuscation and for rescaling the matrix elements,
the new key matrix N

T can be multiplied with a random
value r

0 before distributing KR to the brokers. This results in
KR , (NT

r

0)MT�1

. The scaling does not impact the match-
ing correctness, and subsequent key updates are completely
independent of the previous random factors.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Encrypted matching schemes used in publish/subscribe

differ significantly from typical encryption algorithms. Un-
like private or public-key cryptography, encrypted matching
schemes do not necessarily feature a decryption algorithm, and
there is no specific model in the literature for evaluating the
security of such schemes. The authors of [?] argue that the
indistinguishability of encrypted messages is limited by the
matching possibility itself. This directly restricts the usage of

typical indistinguishability game proofs considered for attacks
where the attacker has the power to actively choose either
the plaintext or the ciphertext. The security analysis on the
original ASPE scheme, initially proposed in [?] for secure
kNN queries, covers three attack levels:
� Level 1: the attacker can access only the ciphertexts set C

(ciphertext only attack — COA);
� Level 2: the attacker knows C and a subset of plaintext

messages P, but not the exact correspondence between P
and the corresponding subset in C;

� Level 3: the attacker knows the exact correspondence be-
tween the plaintext subset P and a subset I of the ciphertexts
set C (known plaintext attack — KPA).
The security model assumes brokers as honest-but-curious

entities, and publishers and subscribers as trusted users of the
system. An attacker is considered to be an external malicious
entity that manages to access the encrypted information stored
or communicated by the brokers. The analysis in [?] concludes
that the basic scheme version of ASPE is secure up to Level 2;
for Level 3 the attacker is able to form and solve a system of
equations that allows obtaining the key. The ASPE adaptation
for pub/sub in [?] mostly relies on the same evaluation, with
a little extra analysis centered on a particular Level 1 attack.
A. Hardened ASPE Security

We analyze the security of our Hardened ASPE extension
introduced in Section IV. In an informal way, we follow the
approach from [?] and prove that Hardened ASPE is resilient
to Level 3 attacks. We consider as encryption key the matrix
M

T with elements mi,j . ri is the random distance used in the
encryption of each constraint as described in Section IV, and d

is the number of attributes in the messages. Let us assume that
the attacker has Level 3 knowledge of the mapping between
each plaintext value vi in a constraint and its ciphertext
S

0
MT i = (e1i,e2i,...,e(d+1)i). From this correspondence and

from S

0
MT i = S

0
MT i2�S

0
MT i1, for each vi the attacker can

form the system
2ri(m1,i�vim1,d+1) = e1i;

...

2ri(md+1,i�vimd+1,d+1) = e(d+1)i.

(8)

The system has d+1 equations, and its 2d+3 unknowns are
ri and the i-th and d+1-th columns of the matrix key M

T .
The attacker can augment this system with similar equation
sets obtained from other constraints, possibly chosen from
other subscriptions. For any added constraint on attribute i

the number of equations is increased by d+1, and the number
of unknowns by 1 (a different ri, the matrix key remaining the
same). Therefore, it is obvious that the attacker can easily build
an overdetermined system, which he can attempt to solve.
Security Theorem 1. Any system SYS composed of multiple
subsystems of type (8), having as unknowns a random value ri

per component subsystem and the elements of the matrix key
M

T (where M

T 6= null matrix), has an infinity of solutions.

Proof. Let us consider one component subsystem of type (8).
By solving for ri in each equation, the subsystem can be
rewritten as
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there is no specific model in the literature for evaluating the
security of such schemes. The authors of [?] argue that the
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system. An attacker is considered to be an external malicious
entity that manages to access the encrypted information stored
or communicated by the brokers. The analysis in [?] concludes
that the basic scheme version of ASPE is secure up to Level 2;
for Level 3 the attacker is able to form and solve a system of
equations that allows obtaining the key. The ASPE adaptation
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a little extra analysis centered on a particular Level 1 attack.
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introduced in Section IV. In an informal way, we follow the
approach from [?] and prove that Hardened ASPE is resilient
to Level 3 attacks. We consider as encryption key the matrix
M

T with elements mi,j . ri is the random distance used in the
encryption of each constraint as described in Section IV, and d

is the number of attributes in the messages. Let us assume that
the attacker has Level 3 knowledge of the mapping between
each plaintext value vi in a constraint and its ciphertext
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MT i = (e1i,e2i,...,e(d+1)i). From this correspondence and

from S
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MT i1, for each vi the attacker can

form the system
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(8)

The system has d+1 equations, and its 2d+3 unknowns are
ri and the i-th and d+1-th columns of the matrix key M

T .
The attacker can augment this system with similar equation
sets obtained from other constraints, possibly chosen from
other subscriptions. For any added constraint on attribute i

the number of equations is increased by d+1, and the number
of unknowns by 1 (a different ri, the matrix key remaining the
same). Therefore, it is obvious that the attacker can easily build
an overdetermined system, which he can attempt to solve.
Security Theorem 1. Any system SYS composed of multiple
subsystems of type (8), having as unknowns a random value ri

per component subsystem and the elements of the matrix key
M

T (where M

T 6= null matrix), has an infinity of solutions.

Proof. Let us consider one component subsystem of type (8).
By solving for ri in each equation, the subsystem can be
rewritten as
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Evaluation

• Implemented in the StreamHub high-performance 
content-based pub/sub engine with ASPE
• Implementation in C++ (with Crypto++)

• Key management through a trusted ZooKeeper

• 15 cores dedicated to matching in parallel 
(subscriptions replicated, publications round-robin)

• Metrics
• Delay between publisher and subscribers (same cluster)

• Time for key update

• Comparison to naive solution

22
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Impact on notification delays

• Constant flow of 500 
publications/second

• 5,000 subscriptions (top)

• Varying # subscriptions (right)
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not the only context where using encrypted and persistent
queries in untrusted domains makes sense. Operators of Com-
plex Event Processing (CEP) engines and active databases in
general could also benefit from similar techniques, using other
encrypted processing techniques (e.g., searchable symmetric
encryption [35]).
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present the evaluation of the time taken by the key dissemi-
nation protocol when using multiple hosts, including multiple
subscribers, in Appendix 0a, which shows maximum increases
of only 6 ms per added subscriber. The main purpose of our
following evaluation is to exemplify the critical advantage
brought by the in-broker subscriptions re-encryption in PS-
recrypt, and the impact on the service quality of the pub/sub
engine itself.

5) Key update with PS-recrypt.: We first test the impact of
a key update on the pub/sub engine performance, when PS-
recrypt is used and the corresponding in-broker subscriptions
re-encryption is enabled. We use a constant flow of 500
publications per second. The system stores 5,000 subscriptions
replicated on the 15 Matcher instances. We use a synthetic
workload of subscriptions and publications, each with 4 con-
straints or attributes. Each incoming publication matches 0.2%
of the stored subscriptions, triggering 10 notifications. We trig-
ger a key update when sending the 138th publication. Figure 4
presents the delay between the emission of a publication and
the reception of the first notification. The total key update
time represents the time measured at the central KDC for the
duration of the entire key update phase across all domains.
The brokers key update time is the time measured at the
broker domain’s KDM for the protocol phases that involve this
domain, starting with a key update notification trigger, up to
the final confirmation of deleting the previous-key encrypted
subscriptions. In this experiment the total time for the key
update is 184 ms, with 120 ms specifically for the protocol
steps involving the broker domain. The impact of the in-
broker subscriptions re-encryption on the experienced delay in
normal conditions is present, but minimal. The 60 publications
processed during the key update phase involving the brokers
have a median notification delay of 7.13 ms (average 8.05 ms,
dev. 2.6 ms) compared to the median notification delay of
4.7 ms (average 4.7 ms, dev. 1.24 ms) for the 160 publications
that follow the key update. In Figure 5, we present the impact
of the number of subscriptions stored at the brokers on the key
update time, from 1 subscription to 50,000 subscriptions. The
in-broker subscriptions re-encryption requires a linear time
as expected, but is able to re-encrypt a massive number of
subscriptions in less than half a second. This is orders of
magnitude less than the time it would take to all subscribers
to re-encrypt and re-submit the same set.
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6) Key update without PS-recrypt.: Now, we emulate the
case of 5,000 subscriptions when PS-recrypt is not used,
having in-broker subscriptions re-encryption disabled. In this
situation, the subscribers must re-encrypt and resubmit the
subscriptions. We emulate the limitation at the network layer
by capping the bandwidth at a maximal number of subscrip-
tions sent per second. When the key update is triggered, the
workload injection machine emulates the resubmission by re-
encrypting and sending 100, 250 and 500 subscriptions per
second. We present the measured notification delays and the
total key update time in Figure 6. The key update time is now
completely dominated by the time required for subscribers
to re-send their subscriptions. If the key update is triggered
to revoke a previously authorized subscriber, the revocation
may only be effective after several seconds. This leaves a
much longer window of opportunity to an attacker than when
using in-broker subscriptions re-encryption. Another important
aspect is the impact on the measured notification delays. This
depends on the rate of received re-subscriptions. Due to the
large number of publications processed during the key update,
we present the median of the notification delays rather than
all actual times as we did for Figure 4. The increase in
notification delay results from the extra load imposed by the
re-subscriptions, which have to be processed by the Matchers.
It illustrates the tradeoff between the total key update time and
its impact on the service performance. Trying to minimize the
key update time by increasing the re-subscription rate adds a
clear negative impact on notification delivery time. Using in-
broker subscriptions re-encryption is clearly a better approach
in this respect.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented PS-recrypt, a novel key update solution for
privacy-preserving pub/sub systems. This the first to take in
account the problem of subscriptions invalidation when the
key is updated. The in-broker subscriptions re-encryption it
features is a solution that eliminates the need for subscribers
to re-encrypt and re-send their subscriptions upon such a
key update. We augmented the ASPE encrypted matching
scheme [9] to support this feature, as well as additional
security strengthening. Our test implementation of the key up-
date protocol maintains a level of partial decoupling between
publishers and subscribers, ensures the continuity of service
and leverages the support of the ZooKeeper [14] coordination
service that brings availability guarantees. Finally, we have
compiled a set of requirements which our implementation
fulfills, and which, following our experiences, we consider
fundamental for any key management platform for secure
pub/sub.

We also consider that our work could be a first step in a
larger-scale agenda of research for key management protocols
adapted to scenarios where key-dependent encrypted queries
are stored in untrusted domains and need to be updated in-
place upon a key update. The advent of cloud computing
and the associated privacy and data security concerns [7],
[8] fostered the interest in encrypted processing. Pub/sub is
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Comparison with naive solution

• (naive) Comparison with the naive solution
• All subscribers re-encrypt and resubmit their subscriptions

• 5,000 subscriptions, 500 publications / second
• Presents median delays (each 0.1 second)

• Caping the rate of subscriptions reception at the network level
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not the only context where using encrypted and persistent
queries in untrusted domains makes sense. Operators of Com-
plex Event Processing (CEP) engines and active databases in
general could also benefit from similar techniques, using other
encrypted processing techniques (e.g., searchable symmetric
encryption [35]).
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New trends and open directions

• Use of secure hardware (e.g., Intel SGX)
• Filtering operation on plaintext filters, but only in protected 

enclaves

• Early tests show significant performance gains, but requires 
specific system and hardware support

• Encrypted processing using more complex subscriptions 
and publications models
• Regular expressions, bag of words, functions over multiple 

attributes, etc.

• Integrate advances in encrypted information processing / Secure 
Multi-Party Computation

• Encrypted matching to be integrated in secure pub/sub 
solutions and existing trust and key management systems
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Conclusion

• Deploying pub/sub services in public clouds is appealing
• Untrusted domain = confidentiality threats 

• Traditional encryption does not allow routing in 
untrusted domains
• Use encrypted matching

• Performance gap with plaintext matching
• Prefiltering using Bloom filters

• Preserves containment confidentiality is required, but take 
advantage of it if available

• Encrypted subscriptions stored in untrusted domains
• Key update & re-encryption directly in untrusted domains
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